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Abstract: 

    The "father of modern India's Renaissance",Raja Ram Mohan Roy, was  a tireless social 

reformer. In  India, he is  credited for ushering  in a new  era marked  by enlightenment and 

liberal change. This essay aims to demonstrate that Ram Mohan Roy was influential at the time 

and helped to break down discrimination in the traditional culture and create a modern one. On 

the other side, he was able to effect a groundbreaking transformation in India's educational 

system as well as the preservation of women's lives and rights. The study's objective is to 

describe and evaluate Raja Ram Mohan Roy's contributions to social reforms in Indian society 

and to identify the role of Raja Ram Mohan Roy in Indian Feminist Movement. The study  is 

based on the secondary data. This study  help full to understand the contribution of Raj Ram 

Mohan Ray to Indian society and mainly in women development.  

Keywords: Social reform, women, feminism, feminist Movement, social change.  

Introduction: 

      One of the most famous Bengali and Indian philosophers of all time, Raja Ram Mohan Roy 

was a leader of the Renaissance. When superstition, poverty, harassment-neglect-oppression of 

women, the collapse of Indian education, and other social ills dominated Bengali and India's 

entire societies in the eighteenth century, Ram Mohan Roy emerged. The social position, rights, 

and education of women have all deteriorated as a result of the lengthy period of Muslim 

dominance in India. There were many problems under the East India Company's rule, despite the 

fact that the colonial rulers established some schooling to support their rule and trade. The caste 

system was surrounded by an air of untouchability, and the social structure was split into several 

castes, races, and faiths. The caste system, both high and low, affected women's lives and 

educational opportunities . In  this  article,  we  talk  about  and  examine  the influential life of 
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Raja Ram Mohan Roy as well as the contributions  he made to society  and the Raja Ram Mohan 

Roy was the first feminist of India.  

Review of literature: 

● Maitrayee Choudhuri,in an article titled ‘Feminism in India: The Tale and Its 

Telling’, aptly says that Indian modernity and capitalism through colonialism. 

“Nationalism, nation states and feminism have to be understood as part of the modern 

democratic project. But liberal democracy‟s relationship with feminism was never 

simple, as the suffragette movement demonstrated. Equal rights did mean rights for all, 

but only potentially. In practice, it meant that refashioning of households and families led 

to women being recast as creatures of domesticity, and the housewife”, it reads.In the 

article, she talks about the perceived idea of a woman during the 19th century and how 

„home‟ was the only resource for a woman. “The end and aim of her life are to cultivate 

the domestic affections, to minister to comfort, and exercise her little supervision over 

domestic economies. 

● Rather Aqib(2022) In an article titled "Raja Ram Mohan Roy's Contributions to 

Indian Society"  he  is  frequently referred  to  as the  "father  of modern  Indian  

renaissance" .because  of  the  important  contributions  he  made  to  India's  growth  in  

the  18th  and  19th centuries. Every aspect of Indian culture is enriched by these 

developments. Few people in Raja Ram Mohan Roy's time had a clear grasp of the 

significance of the new age, however. Interdependence between people and nations rather 

than independence in isolation should be the objective of human civilization, and this 

should apply to individuals as well as nations. In the spirit of sympathetic cooperation, 

his objective was to fully reawaken the Indians to their distinct cultural identities and to 

assist them in better comprehending the realities that were specific  to  their  respective  

civilizations.  

● Shraddha Singh(2020),In an article titled "The Raja Ram Mohan Roy - One of the 

Greatest Feminists" The humanist and democrat Raja Ram Mohan Roy was – he 

couldn't tolerate the atrocities happening against women. He was an activist for education 

for women, widow remarriage, divorce, and other social evils. 

Objectives of study: 
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● To identify the role of Raja Ram Mohan Roy in Indian Feminist Movement 

● To know about the social reforms  of Raja Ram Mohan Roy  

● To know the role of Rajaram Mohan Roy's  in changing the social status of women 

Methodology: 

     The study is based on the secondary data collected from books, published research articles, 

newspaper, journals and the websites, etc.  

Early life of Rajaram Mohan Roy: 

     Roy, born on May 22, 1772, has his name usually listed first among those of nineteenth-

century reformers concerned with improving women‟s status. He is also considered as one of the 

male feminists and free-thinkers of the nineteenth century. 

   Feminism in India was far different from the feminism in the rest of the world during the 19th 

century. Here, the fight was with the traditions and conformists. In the West, the first-wave 

feminism of 19th and early 20th centuries focused on turning legal inequalities, particularly 

women‟s suffrage, or simply put, the right to vote in political elections. It was in this duration 

that India was still tied up in religious and cultural bounds and burning women after their 

husbands died, shaving women‟s heads when they became widows and engaging in child 

marriages. Of course, there was no question of imparting education to women because their life 

goal was already described as being an impeccable housemaker, dedicating their entire life to the 

husband and children.It was in the early 19th century that male authors also started to recognise 

injustices against women. 

Meaning of feminism: 

    feminism is about all genders having equal rights and opportunities. It's about respecting 

diverse women's experiences, identities, knowledge and strengths, and striving to empower all 

women to realize their full rights. 

     A feminist is someone who supports equal rights for women. If your brother objects strongly 

to women being paid less than men for doing the same job, he's probably a feminist. If you 

believe that women should have the same political, social, and economic rights as men, you are a 

feminist. 

The contribution of Raja Ram Mohan Ray to Indian feminist Movement and reformation 

of Indian society: 
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       The humanist and democrat Raja Ram Mohan Roy was – he couldn't tolerate the atrocities 

happening against women. He was an activist for education for women, widow remarriage, 

divorce, and other social evils.He also crusaded against social evils such as polygamy, child 

marriage, caste system, infanticide and illiteracy etc. It was he who first demanded property 

inheritance rights for women. He was rightly called the the Father of the Indian Renaissance, 

who paved the way for a modern India. “He was way ahead of his time. He was a non 

conformist, he didn‟t believe in rituals. He fought with his parents to stand up for his conviction. 

The social turmoil that we see because of religion was shunned by him back then. Almost 200 

years ago, he stood against Sati, and was championing women‟s right to marry and property. 

Brahmo Samaj-India's first socio-religious reform movements: 

     Among the countless achievements, Raja Ram Mohan Roy's greatest achievement was that of 

setting up the Brahmo Samaj in 1828. It is considered to be one of India's first socio-religious 

reform movements and believed in the fatherhood of God and brotherhood of mankind. It 

forbade idol worship and opposed meaningless rites and rituals. Raja Ram Mohan Roy believed 

in one supreme God and preached to love human beings, stop animal sacrifice and offerings. 

Brahmo Samaj strongly fought against the caste system, dowry, racism, polygamy, infanticide, 

the seclusion of women, and the purdah system. 

    It was the first  social reform movement of  India, and its major goal was to reform the Indian 

community and make the genuine teachings of the  Vedas, Upanishads,  and  other  Hindu 

scriptures  accessible  to the  common  man.  This movement was the first of its kind in India.  

The movement was  vital in  the process of modernising  Indian society.  It did this by bringing  

attention  to  ancient  practises  such  as  the  dowry  system  and  the  caste  system. 

Additionally,  it  instituted educational  reforms  with the  purpose  of educating  the  general 

people. One of the most forward-thinking and progressive reformist movements in India was the 

Brahma Samaj. They campaigned for an end to child marriages, polygamy, the practise of Sati,  

and  the  way  widows  were  treated  in  India.  Additionally,  they  championed  the 

empowerment of  women. In addition  to preaching  monotheism, the  Samaj fought  against 

polytheism and idolatry that were practiced inside the Hindu religion. In addition to this, they 

outlawed the criticism of the teachings of other religions and absorbed ideas from other world 

religions. Following reorganization, the Atmiya Sabha became known as the Brahma Sabha. 
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This was an organization that came before the Brahmo Samaj. Monotheism, freedom from the 

scriptures,  and opposition to  the caste system  were the guiding  ideas behind this  new religious 

movement that was gaining traction. 

Abolishing Sati system: 

       Being an influential social-religious reformer, he was instrumental in implementing a ban on 

Sati Pratha, in which the widow used to immolate herself on her husband‟s pyre or took her own 

life in another fashion shortly after her husband‟s death.Growing up Raja Ram Mohan Roy had 

witnessed the heinous tradition of Sati where widows as young as 12 years of age were forced to 

jump on their dead husband‟s pyre. It all started when he saw his sister-in-law get forcefully 

burnt at the pyre of his brother. He vouched to abolish the tradition and to do so he visited 

cremation grounds to persuade widows against immolation. He formed watch groups to protect 

women, sought the support of other elite Bengali classes, and published articles to show Sati was 

not required by Hindu scripture but was a patriarchal practice that reduced the purpose of a 

woman‟s existence to just being a wife. He even traveled to the United Kingdom to ensure that 

Lord William Bentinck‟s Sati Regulation Act of 1829 banning the practice of Sati was not 

overturned.Sure, we credit the British for having abolished this practice. While they did pass the 

law, Raja Ram Mohan Roy was responsible for implementation in the grassroots. 

Education reforms/contribution : 

    Raja Ram Mohan was also an eminent educationist. He believed education to be an implement 

for social reform. He came  to this realization despite the fact  that ancient texts instilled in  him 

a profound  reverence  for  philosophy.  He  campaigned  for  the  construction  of  an  English 

Education System in the region, which would include the study of scientific subjects like as 

mathematics,  physics,  chemistry,  and  even  botany.  Specifically,  he  wanted  to  see  these 

subjects taught in English. In the year 1817, he and David Hare built Hindu College, which went 

on to become one of the most prominent educational institutions in the world. Hindu College was  

also responsible  for the  development  of some of  the most  creative minds  in India. Because of 

his efforts, the educational system in India was able to experience a shift that was nothing short 

of revolutionary. He first established the Anglo-Vedic School in 1822, and  then the  Vedanta  

College twenty  years  later,  in  1826, with  the  purpose  of merging traditional philosophical 

teachings with more modern reasoning classes.Booth schools were founded in England. With the 
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passage of time, the Brahma Samaj  transformed  into  a  major  progressive  force  that  drove  

social  reforms  in  Bengal, particularly educational opportunities for women.   

Advocating through Journalism: 

      Journalism‟s role in a democratic society is crucial. He first published a newspaper named 

“Brahma Patrika” and later became the editor of „East India Gazette‟. His most popular journal 

was the Sambad Kaumudi. It covered topics like freedom of press, induction of Indians into high 

ranks of service, and separation of the executive and judiciary. “We all know the crucial role 

media plays in a democratic society.  

          Ram Mohan Roy used his pen to emerge as a true changemaker for women in the Indian 

society of the 19th Century. He published Sambad Kaumudi, a Bengali weekly newspaper that 

actively campaigned for the abolition of the Sati. Inheritance of property for women and inter-

caste marriages were also some topics that were undertaken by him. The efforts of Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy resulted in the freedom of Press and anatomy to newspapers in 1835. 

Feminism and Feminist Movement:  

(Raja Ram Mohan Roy - One of the Greatest Feminists of India)  

     "One needn‟t be a woman to practice feminism”,Feminism is all about equality and I must say 

that Raja ji was the first ever feminist from India.  Feminism might arguably be the the most 

popular movement towards Women Empowerment, however it won‟t be wrong to assert that the 

roots of women empowerment in this country were sown by Raja Ram Mohan Roy. In the era of 

raising daughters like sons, we do not impart feminist values to our sons. Raja ji should be the 

role model for every male in this country. It feels astounding to be from the state where a legend 

like Raja Ram Mohan Roy was born.  

     Ram Mohan Roy encouraged feminism, male feminists, and freethinkers. His glorious deeds 

will be cherished in the years to come. Raja Ram Mohan Roy passed away in the year 1833 but 

he will forever be remembered as the first and the greatest feminist this country has ever 

seen.Rammohan Roy is a champion of women‟s rights. He condemned the subjugation of 

women and opposed the prevailing idea that women were inferior to men in intellect or in a 

moral sense. He attacked polygamy, caste rigidity, and child marriage. 

    For us, Rammohan Roy is a champion of women‟s rights. He condemned the subjugation of 

women and opposed the prevailing idea that women were inferior to men in intellect or in a 
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moral sense. He attacked polygamy, caste rigidity, and child marriage. To raise the status of 

women he demanded that they may be given the right of inheritance and property and he was one 

of the earliest propagators of modern education which he looked upon as a major instrument to 

spread modern ideas in the country. 

       Women are still subjected to prejudices and the society remains highly patriarchal.  What 

Roy did in the 19th century will remain etched in golden words in the history of modern India. 

He advocated widow remarriage, divorce, civil marriage, and education for women. Inheritance 

of property for women and inter-caste marriages were special programmes undertaken by the 

Brahmo Samaj. He was staunchly against the caste system. Essentially, he was a democrat and a 

humanist. 

Religious reforms/ Contributions : 

        Ram Mohan Roy was adamantly opposed to the needless ritualism and idol worship that 

was encouraged by the priests of his time, and he voiced this opposition often. After conducting 

research on the Holy Scriptures of a number of different religions, he came to the conclusion that 

Hindu  Scriptures, such as the Upanishads, provided  evidence in  favour of  the idea of 

monotheism. In addition to that, he had studied the Bible. This served as the impetus for him to 

search for a religious upheaval that would return the teachings of ancient Vedic scriptures to 

their original, unaltered state. Specifically, he was looking for this. In 1928, he laid the 

groundwork for what is  now known as the Atmiya Sabha,  and on August  20 of that same year, 

the religion that had just been birthed held its inaugural gathering. After some internal 

rearranging, the assembly that was once known as the Atmiya Sabha was rechristened the 

Brahma Sabha.  This organization existed  prior to the  Brahmo Samaj  and served a  similar 

purpose. This new religious movement that was gaining traction was guided by the notions of 

monotheism, freedom  from the scriptures,  and resistance to  the caste  system. All  three of 

these  concepts  were  central  to  the  movement.  Brahmo  worship  traditions  were  built  in 

accordance  with  Christian  or  Islamic  prayer  practises  and  cleansed  of  the  Hindu 

ceremonialism that had been infused into them. This was done in order to make them more in 

line with Christian or Islamic prayer practices.  

Social Reforms/contribution : 
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      Bengali  culture  was saddled  by  a  number of  evil  rites and  laws in  the  late 18th  century 

(sometimes referred to as the Dark Age). Numerous ceremonies and strict moral rules were 

imposed,  most  of  which  were  incorrectly  translated  and  adapted  from  ancient  cultures. 

Common social  norms that hurt women  included child marriage, polygamy, and  Sati. The most  

perverse  of these  customs  was  the Sati  Partha.  At  their husband's  burial  pyre,  the widows  

would self-immolate  as part  of the  rite. Although  women had  the opportunity  to participate  

in  the  tradition  in  its  original  form,  it  later  turned  into  a  necessary  practise, particularly 

for Brahmin and higher caste families. In order  for much older men  to benefit from the  karmic 

blessings  of their wives'  Sati sacrifice;  young  girls were  wed to them in exchange for    

dowries to much older men. The ladies were frequently pushed or even drugged into obedience 

because they did not choose to be subjected to such crimes. Raja Ram Mohan Roy objected and 

spoke out against this inhumane behavior. He presented his views to the higher-ups of the East 

India Company in an open and direct manner. The Governor-General, Lord Bentinck, understood 

Roy's motivations and feelings, and as a result, the Bengal Sati Regulation, also known as 

Bengal Code Regulation XVII, A. D. 1829, was passed in spite of strong opposition from the 

orthodox religious community. Anyone found practicing Sati Daha in Bengal Province would be 

punished under the law, which forbade it. Raja Ram Mohan Roy will be remembered as a major 

benefactor of women, not only for aiding in the abolition of the Sati ritual but also for advocating 

for equal inheritance rights for women and speaking out against child marriage and polygamy. 

He also vehemently opposed  the strict caste differences of his period.   

Findings of the study: 

● Contributing to the change and improvement of the status of women 

● Development of women education 

● Because of the prohibition of sati, women have the right to live 

● Created awareness among women about their status and exploitation 

● Contributing to the prohibition of social immoral practices in Indian society 

● It is helpful to growth of Feminism movement in India 

● It helps women fight against exploitation and achieve social justice 

● It is helpful in implementing appropriate legal measures for the protection of women 

● It is helpful to Awareness of gender equality  
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● Inspiration for women's movements 

Suggestions of the study: 

● Appropriate legal measures should be implemented effectively for the protection of 

women 

● Women should openly oppose their exploitation 

● Effective enforcement of laws for the protection of women 

● Liberation of women from the traditional constraints of society 

● Change in society's negative view of women 

● Women should be empowered through education and employment 

● To sensitize people about gender equality and social equality 

● To remove popular misconceptions about feminism and encourage all female and men to 

develop a feminist personality 

Conclusions: 

     Feminism might arguably be the the most popular movement towards Women Empowerment, 

however it won‟t be wrong to assert that the roots of women empowerment in this country were 

sown by Raja Ram Mohan Roy. When Google paid tribute to him on his 246th birth anniversary, 

I couldn‟t help but think of his relevance in today‟s India. Being an influential social-religious 

reformer, he was instrumental in implementing a ban on Sati Pratha, in which the widow used to 

immolate herself on her husband‟s pyre or took her own life in another fashion shortly after her 

husband‟s death. He also crusaded against social evils such as polygamy, child marriage, caste 

system, infanticide and illiteracy etc. It was he who first demanded property inheritance rights 

for women.His contribution to society's general development will always be cherished. He aimed 

to create a prosperous and healthy India. Her views on women's rights and education have given 

rise to a new perception of  Bengali  society,  culture,  and  religious  change.  In  the  eyes  of  

enlightened  future generations, he represents India. Due to his remarkable accomplishments, 

Raja Ram Mohan Roy was  referred to as  a "Bharatpathik" by  Rabindranath Tagore. Therefore,  

Ram Mohan Roy's contributions to India society and the rest of the globe are still very relevant 

today.  
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